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,OEAGLS INVESTIGATION 1

Completed February, 1979 -

This instructional activity was prepared with the support
of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Grant
Nos. 04-158-44099/and 04-§,-M01-170. However, any opinions,
findings, conclusions, or reCommendations exprestad herein
are those of the authors, arid do not necessarily xeflect
the views of NOAA.

Flgures 2 and 3: U.S.-Dept. of Commerce, Environmental
Science Servfces Administration, Climatological Summary.

Figures 4 and 5: American Geological InstitUte, Iniresti atin
the Earth, Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1967.
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INVESTIGATION

INTRODUCTION

p.

OBJETIVES

ACTIVITY A

6

THE EFFECT OF ERIE ON OHIO'S TEMPgRATURE

Even as far back as the "log cabin days," man has known
that water absorbs a g sat deal of heat energy and dhn In
turn release this heat. Pioneers would prevent foods from
freezing on Ci)ld nights by placing a large container of water
in the room. Can youthink of why this might work?

In this investigation'we will explore how bodies of water
can affect the surrounding areas.

When you have completed this investigntion, you should
be able to:

1. Describe how soil and water differ in their
ability to absorb and release heat energy.

2. Describe how this difference in heat absorbed
oc...released affects the atmosphere immediately
allIkrt the land and immediately above the
water.

3. Describe the effects of Lake Erie upon the
temperature of Ohio.

WHAT ARE HEAT SOURCES AND HEAT'SINKS?

In the early spring when the weather is warming, somedays
are so hot we woulcl, like to jump in the lake and take 41 swim.. We

would find, however, that,even though the air is hot,,the water
is very cold.
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MATERIALS Four thermometers, a contAiner of soil afid one of water,
c.

two 30 cm rulers,mAsking tape, ringstand, graph papet,

pencil, light with reflector.

Bet-up your materials accordlng-to -the following diree p
(See FIgure 1.)

A. Place the-containers of earth and Water about 3 cm

apart.

A. La5r one ruler scross each container, resting it on
the scontainer's rim.

N.

C. Place one thermometer in the soil with the thermometer
bulb just barely covered. Attach with masking tape

to the ruler.'

D. Pla'ce another thermometer close to the first one; but
about 1 cm above the soil. Attach with maAking tape
to the ruler.

E. Repeat steps C and D for the container of water.

F. ylace the lamp on a ring stand with the refleCtoK
pointing down.

C. Posttion the lamp 30 cm above and centered between
the containers.

H. Be certain that the bulb of each thermometer is

- shielded from the direct rays of the lamp.

FIGURE 1: Set-up used in Activity A.

C.
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After your teacher has examined your set-up, do the

following:

1. Construct a data table according to the -

. # instructions of your teacher.

c

. .

2. Turn the lamp, on. At one minute intervais
iecord the temperatures indicated on each
Of tbe f dui' fi-Ei . tWilie." T6i-- 12

,

oft

4 minftes.

3. Tutlm the lamp off: Continue recording
temperatures at one-minute intervals for
12 minutes.

4! Plot your data on the time-temp rature graph
on the worksheet. Use a diffe nt color for

the data from each thermometer.

- Use the'first 12 minutes of the graph (Section A) to

answer the following questions.

5. With the light on, does air heat up faster
over.the soil or oVer the watet?

4

*

6. Which changes more: the temperature of water
or the temperature of the soil?

7. 'Which Absorbs nore energy, soil or water?----"N,

a

Use the last 12 minutes of your,graph (Section 8) to
answer the following que'stions. .

8. With the light off, which cheolges more: the
temperature of water or the temperature of
the soil?

,

o
9. Which Changes mos

f
after the light is turned off,

the te*erature oVe the'water or the temperature
above the soil?

I.

10. Which loses heat faster, water or soil?
. .

p.

6
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11. .Whic keeps heat energy longest, water or.soil?

Ja,
; . t

Anything that adds heat energy to the atMosphete is
.called a he* sourceo A heat sink takes energy from the..
etmoeph;41-e.

,

12. Could wateitor soil be considered a heat sink
while the iight wasi on?. Discuss:

13. After tlie'light was turned off, was the soil a
heat source?. Was the water a heat source?
Discuss.

41R
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AVIVITY .

PROCEDURES

fik

A

At.

.HOW DOLAKE EitIE AND THE OCEANS AFFECT CLIMATE?

In Activity.A, you learned that the pan of water was
a good heat sink while the lamp was on and a good heat
source while the light was off. Sbil else acts al,p a heat

sink and source, but its capacity to. hold enerwals much
lower than that of water.- Therefore, soil will'beCome

.a heat source soon after the light is turned on and will quit
Acting-- as- -a heat-

turned off,

5

1

A body of water such aS a lake acts much the same
way yuring the summer. During the day the water js
a heat sink, stoiing up heaOrom the atmosphere. At

nigia it becomps a heat source, giving up heat throughout
the night. If you live near a lake you have experienced
land.sea breezes which are caused by the lake. Lake
water tends to/increase in temperature all summer.
.This indicates thaC it is storing up extra energy from
the atmosphere. It acts As a heat sink throughout the
summer. IA the winter, however, there is les4)iradiation
from the sun. Then lakes become heat sources giving up
their energy to the atmosphere. 7

1

FJ.ures 2 and 3 are maps of Ohio witkisotherpm
draw on'1jm. An isotherm is ailine that connep,fs
points of eq al temperature. Th64e on Figure 2
represeqt tile average tempefature in Fahrenheit for.
the month 6f July. The isootherms in Figure 3 represent
average temperatures for the month of January.

I. What happens to the average temperature
alopg line AB in Figure 2 as Lake Erie is
approached from the west?

_

2. What happens to the average temperature along
line CD in Figure 3 as Lake Erie-is approached
from the west?

, 3. ExPlain the differences in temperature patterns
between July and JahuaT

t
4. Is Lake Erie a heat or sink4 Disctiss.

k

5. DedTribe-the effects of Lake Erie on the
/.,temPerature of notthern Ohio.

ab

4
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3 FIGURE 2 : N MAXIMUM4 TEMTERATURE
OF 1Z-52 AVERAGE JULY ;

22

FIGURE 34 MEAN MINIMUM TEMPERATURE
OF 1931-52 AV1RAGE JANUARY

4
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&wins are alsolarge bodies of water. They
afect.temperature.in muth the ahme way as large
lakea. Figure 4 is a map of the' world on which are
drawn isotherms representing the average temperatures
in January. Notice that the average emperatures in
Fikgures 4 and 5 are given in degrees celsius. 'The
bhio temperature maps are in degrees farenheit.

flail*?

FIGURE 4: World'Map of Average Temperatures (C) in July.

6. Follow parallel 60'N latitude across Figure 4.
How is temperature affected by the continents?
By the oceans?

>s,

7. Do the same for Figure 5. Describe the dirferences
in average temperatures.

.44
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to oceans act as heat sources cirlilinks?, How
: do you'know7

p ar ,
!,4

4

9. Do continen,ps ever act as heat squrces? Expla

The oceans affect the temperature of Ohib. When we
have warm winter temperatures we are under the influence
of.air that starts over theoceans. 'The cold,'frigid
Winter air comes from northern Canada, where the oceans
do not have an effect.

r.
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REVIEW
QUESTIONS
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1. What is a heat'source? A heat sink?

.

;

AP'

6

a"
, -

:

.14

-1 4

4.

; 5

.
r

2. When do latge bodies.of water, such asisake Erie,
act as'htat sources? Heat sinks?,

----

r

,4

3. Har d9e ,!AtAlte,of:northern Ohio Aiffer

-frpo fhat of cenLL. 0hio? Whataauses thts
pfibrence?

^we-

1-9
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TITLE. /HE EFFECT OF LAKE ERIE ON-OHI07-111MPERATURE

.

,

" VERVIEW When a_large container of water is placed in.a room
with foods, as.described in the Introduction to the inves-

tigation the water will prevent:the foodo from freezing
:ainpe watee'acts as a heat source.if it is at a higher

0 temPeratur4 than its surroundings. Water adds heat energy

_
to the, atmosphere thereby keeping the room warm and the

. .

fopd from freezing, .

'4

PREREQUISITE
STUDENT
BACKGROUND I

In Activity A students study the ideas of heat .elource
and.heat sink. They condIft an experiment on the effect of
solar insolation on soil and watersusing a lamp as a source.'
()eradiation. They collect and analyze deta on the tempera-
ture'differences between-soil and water and the air immediately
above them.

In Activity}B they apply this khowledge of heat sources
and sinks. to LakexErie/and Ohid, and to the oceans and land
masses of the world0StUdy the: effect of large bodies of_

water on climate.

The students7sho know how to graph data.
4

I ^

MATERIAS Each lab group . 0 have fou thermometers a container

of dark soil an& one o ;Mater, TD cm xulers, masking tape,
ringstand, graph .paper, and-A 1101k:with reflector-.. he light
should be at least,I50 watts.

,

OBJEFIVES- When the students have completed thesepactiVities, they
should be able to:

A

SUGGESTED
APPROACH,,

I. Describe how son and wateeldiffer in their
ability to absorb' and release heat energy.

. ":-Describe how-this differenc4 in heat absorbed
.or released affects the atmosphere immediately
above the land and immediately above the water.' :

3. Describe the effectsi<of the Grea't LakeSoupon
the temperature of Ohio,

'
. Activity A could be done in larger groups to hell) cut

..down on the amount of equipment needed..
4

Activity B,could be done in these saim.groups, or done
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'ACTIVT4Y A
4

'WHAT ARE HEAT:SOURCES-AND HEer SINKS?

PROCEDURE

we

The iiitroducticin to ACtiVity2,Cis.meant to introduce the
most widely observed effect bf,belkt bources and heat sinks. .

What is happening? The spring'itinahine has warmed the land's

surface rapidly, thus the land wee. a heat sink 'for a short:

period of time. Then .the land beCama a heat.eource is it
re-radiated or gave up its heat to the eir abdve.it thus
adding more heat to the air. _The watir,'however, acts.ai a

heat sink for a much longer peiiod'of-t*me andOlikrms up nuch :

. slower; this is why iiate is cooler auring the days of spring .

and,early summer than is the-surroufiding"air.-

4

\
Keywords: ,heat source', Igt sink sotherm

Se-6 dut the soil and watet e da-y ifiead to'allOw Chet to',

come'to room temperature:

teps A-G desBribe the experiMent set-up'.shówn id Figure 1

f the stlident guide. Each htudent set-up, should be"examined
ydu before' the students turn on the,lamp.- Check to,make

su e that the thermometer bulbs pre shaded fromIthe direct

lfght,. ,You should point out. 'Eh& importance of taking accurate

'temPerature readings.

f. xplain how',to set up their ata tables. See Figure TG- 1
,

.

Time ThermoMeter 1 -ThermOileter 2 . Thermometer 3 Thermometer 4

40 Vapsed (above earth) '(in earth) . (above water) . (in water)

1 min.

2 min.

3 min.

FIGURE TG 1. Sample Data Table

Remink, students to-turn off the' lamP after eheir 12-minute

reading. They should continue to take' readings eteryminute
for another 12 minutes.

2:4. To help make the graphs easier 'to interpret, it is beSt
:if all the initial temperature readings for each set-up
are the smut. .If the Students! thermometers did not read

1 17
s. 4h.
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the same it the beginnina then the temperature readings
should be adjiisted so that the initial temperatures are
Rqual. This is done by'finding the difference between
the thermometur With the lowest reading and each of the
others. The difference for each of the other thermome-
ters is then subtracted from each reading given by the
thermometer.

5. The air heats up faster over the soil.

6-and 8., While the lamp is on,-the soil should be heating up more
rapidly than the water-since it has a.lower specific heat

, and it absOrbs all radiation Cio.se to the surface. Seldom,

however, will this happen' in the'set-up. (See Figure TG 2).

After the light is turned off, the soil shoul4cookemore ."

raptdly than the water because,of its lower specifie heat.
Note that the curve does iverge. Most students should be
able to mitice the divergence on this part of their -curves.

7 ane_9. The witter will abaorb more energy. It will be Very diffi-'
cAllt for students to understand this. , The tlue is in the
"air" curves. The air over the soll heats hp much morik.:.
rapidly than that over the w er. This is because SO41',"
cannot hold on to the.heat ergy.andgives it 'ript back
to 'the atmosphere. The difference in the tWocurv'es.there-

, fore implies that water has.a greater capacity for Storing .
heat enetgy: This idea is further supported by the ends
of the two,curves. Note that they cross at about 19 miuuts,
This is because,the water 19 now giving off more energy
than,the soil. This is energy that was stered In the water.
Note that the curve continues fo diverge. Water is acting

j as a source of heat4 energy ftor the atmosphere.

10. Soil looses heat faster than water.

11. Watei keeps,its'energy the longest: If studentg place their
thermometers too deeply in the soil their-thermometers will
show a continuing rise in temperattlee after the light is
turned off. This happens because some of the energy p75111
the surfac'e is conducted downward into the soil--

12. Normally soil Wirl function very briefly as a heat sink,
after the light is turned on. Shortly, however, It will,
begin.radiating energy back 60.the atmosphere (become a heat
source) Is indicated by the heatiug of the air above the soil.
Water should remains a heat sink,hoi.Tever. and produce only a
mintrum rise.in temperature of the air above. Figure TG 2

. does not show th1ss relationship.
_

, 1
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ACTIVITY B

s.PROCEDURE

0

.

13. After the light is turned off soil- functions Only
briefly as i heat source. Water, however, continues
as a s?urce to 'the end of tHe recording peripd. Since
the air temperature above the water'remainsAiigher
than that of the water 'itself:it will -contin e to
..act a4 a heat source until the surface water .1.1 the

same temperature as the air over lit.

This activity applies,the idea's of heat sources and heat
sinks' to the climate of Ohil and the world,

Keyword's: 1sctherm

1. As you apprpachith lake thetemperathre decreases.

you approach the lake from the went, the temperatui-e
increases.

3. During the summer thd lake absorbs energy but the land re-
radiates enexgy to the atmosphere. Therefore, ,air dver
land is warmer than that over the water. ,In the winter the
etkergy absorbed by the lake water is gradually released to
the atmosphere making tho 'air over the water wat-mer than
that over the land.

4. Lake Erie is both a heat source and a heat sink depending on
the season. In the late spring and summer, it is,a heat sinlc,
jbut in the fall and wiftter fi is a 'heat source.

Lake Erie acts as a moderator for northern Ohio's cl*mate,.
It keeps the air cooler in the early summer and warmy in the
rest of the fall and the wintet, than other parts of the state.

5.,

6.

7...

8.fe

. 9.

REVIEW
QUESTIONS 1.

5

As yOu follow the'. 609N parallel aeroes the map for July the
.temperature rises over the continents and falls over the oceana.

As yOu follow the 60
0
N parallel Across the map for January,

the temperature fails over the continnts,and rises over the
oceans.

Oceans act'as both heat sourees and heat sinis depending upon..
the seasons, just as Lake Erie does.

The continenLs act assboth heat sotIrces and heat sinks just
.like the-land in,Ohio does.

t.

A heat source adds heat 'energy to the atmosPhere. A heat
sink takes energy from ehe atmosphere.

t .

t.

.20 I.
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REFEHENCY

,TVALUATION
IT8MS

. -

'2.- I,arge bodies of.walier such as Lake Erie act &a:heat

iources ih the falr.apd vdntee whAp they, are givArig

up heai to cheratmosphere. .They act as heat 'sinks in,

the late spring and suWmer.,wheniihey are-absoibing heat

from ,the,suu and atmosOhere.
S.

3. The climate in northern Oh io is more moderate Owl the
Thclimate in central Ohio. e-difference is caused by

the moderating effect of Lake Erie.

American,Geological Inbtituti, 'Investigating the Earth,-

Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, l96i. Activity A.is

adapted from rip tnvestigation on pd'ge,

go

A heat sink .

'!.
v

1. has a higher temperature than its surroundings.

2... "kiNks off" excess heal;
*3. ',absorbs and stores excess heat.

4: As the Great Lates.in 04 wintertime.

2:- -Generally, flite average summer air temperature at the shore.

of a `1:arge\lake 1 3

-,

A. warmer than 50 milea ifiland. ,
.,

*2. :cooler than 50 miles fhland.

3. the same as 50 milep inlarid. .

4. dependent upon the directiori 4 the prevailing winas.

5. usuallY the same as the average't-emperatbrdan Winter.
,

.

. I
.

.

3. If you,place a buc et of water ariea bucket qf soil out in .

the sun in .
rning, what would happen to their temikrature?

1., their temperatures would not change.
both would warm up at the sAme we.

3. waLer would warm up faster\than ihe soil.

*4 . soil would warm up fTef _than the water.

I,
4. /f you kept those same tworbuckets'outside until after

the sun set, what would happen to the temperatures?

-

1. both would cool at the same rate.

*2. soil wouid cool faster%
3. water would cool faster.
4.

A
;-their temperatures 'would not-change%

21
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5. The isotherMs in the,map of Northern Ohio below 'reprOleut
the average daily)ligh temperature Tor a month with one
being the ldwest and five being the highest average daily
temperature.

This.map represents

*1. summer temparatures,
2. winter tempeeatures.
3. èarly fall temperatures,
4. can't tell.

4..


